Abstract-A new necessary and sufficient condition is derived for the strict positive realness of a shifted cascade combination of an interval plant and a multiplier. The new result reduces the computational requirements by 50% in comparison with previous results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many applications, the stability analysis of a feedback system reduces to checking for strict positive realness (SPR) of a function such as R ( s ) = F ( s ) + k , where F ( s ) is a rational function and k is a positive real number. Examples include the well-known Popov stability condition, and several stability criteria derived using the passivity theorem [l] . Strict positive realness is also important in adaptive systems and circuit theory [2] , [3] . Our interest is in the strict positive realness of the function R ( s ) = C(s)G(s) + k , where G ( s ) is a rational transfer function with parametric uncertainties in the coefficients of its numerator and denominator polynomials and C(s) is a rational transfer function with known parameters. In a stability application, G ( s ) might represent an interval plant and C(s) the composition product of a fixed parameter controller and an artificial multiplier.
A significant contribution was initiated with the work of Dasgupta [4] . H e proved that a plant G ( s ) containing parametric uncertainties is SPR if and only if the 16 extreme plants formed by combining all possible combinations of the Kharitonov polynomials of the numerator and denominator of G ( s ) are SPR. Recently, Vicino and Tesi [5] proved that the shifted intenal plant plus controller family R ( s ) = C(s)G(s) + k is SPR if and only if R ( s ) is SPR when G ( s ) is replaced by each of the 32 Kharitonov segments associated with G ( s ) . This requires checking 32 systems, each a function of a single parameter A. The purpose of this note is to show that it is sufficient to consider only 16 of the 32 Kharitonov segments of G(s) in order to determine strict positive realness of R(s); hence, the computational requirements are reduced by 50%.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let P" denote the set of real polynomials of degree n, and consider the polynomial 6 E P", given by 6(s) = 6, + 6,s + 6,s' + ... + 6,s". T o this polynomial, we can associate the vec- and similarly define S$ for the denominator. Let 
MAIN RESULT
The following theorem shows that it is sufficient to check only 16 of the 32 Kharitonov systems to determine the strict positive realness of R ( s ) . 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A considerable simplification of the requirements necessary to check for strict positive realness of a shifted interval plant plus controller family has been obtained using the convex property of SPR transfer functions.
